The term ‘publication bias’ was first used by statistician Theodore Sterling in 1959 to refer to fields in which ‘successful’ research is more likely to be published. It is a type of bias that occurs in published academic research wherein it is systematically unrepresentative of the population of completed studies. As a result, the literature of such a field results in drawing false conclusions. Publication bias is sometimes called the ‘file drawer effect’ which says that results not supporting the hypotheses of researchers often go into the file drawers, leading to a bias in published research. The term was coined by Rosenthal in 1979.

Publication bias is a potential threat in all areas of research, including qualitative research, primary quantitative studies, narrative reviews, and quantitative reviews, that is, meta-analysis. The presence of publication bias in the literature has been most extensively studied in biomedical research. Where publication bias is present, published studies are no longer a representative sample of the available evidence. This bias distorts the results of meta-analyses and systematic reviews as evidence-based medicine is increasingly reliant on meta-analysis to assess evidence.

It has come to prominence in recent years largely with the introduction and widespread adoption of the use of systematic review and meta-analytic methods to summarise research. As the methods of reviewing have become more scientific, systematic and quantitative, it is possible to empirically demonstrate the existence of publication bias and to quantify its impact.

Publication bias occurs when the publication of research results depends not just on the quality of the research but also on the hypothesis tested, and the significance and direction of effects detected. Publishing only results that show a significant finding disturbs the balance of findings. In some cases, it may foster adverse consequences, when an ineffective or dangerous treatment is falsely viewed as safe and effective. The most common reason for publication biasness is nonpublication of results that do not wave off the null hypothesis assuming it to be a mistake, failure to support a known finding, loss of interest in the topic or anticipation that others will be uninterested in the null results. Studies with positive results are more likely to make it to the journals and thus found to be published faster than the studies with negative results. Thus any meta-analysis or literature review based on the published data will be biased. Studies with significant results have a shorter median time to publication (4–7 years) whereas those with nonsignificant results have a median time of 8 years. Positive-result bias occurs when authors are more likely to submit, or editors are more likely to accept, positive results than negative or inconclusive results. Studies with significant results have a shorter outcome. Reporting bias occurs when multiple outcomes are measured and analysed, but the reporting of these outcomes is dependent on the strength and direction of its results. A generic term coined to describe these post hoc choices is HARKing (‘Hypothesising After the Results are Known’).

Publication bias matters because literature reviews regarding support for a hypothesis can be biased if the original literature is contaminated by publication bias. When the research that is readily available differs in its results from the results of all the research that has been done in an area, readers and reviewers of that research are in danger of drawing the wrong conclusion about what that body of research shows.

There are number of proposed strategies to detect and control publication bias. Some journals ask for a preregistration of the study prior to collection of data and analysis to spot redundant publication and challenge nonpublication and highlight selective reporting and post hoc analysis. Other strategies include maintaining trial registers and linking protocols with publications, P-curve analysis and disfavouring small and nonrandomised studies because of their demonstrated high susceptibility to error and bias. Publication bias can be contained through better powered studies, enhanced research standards and careful consideration of true and untrue relationships. Better powered studies refer to large studies that deliver definitive results or test major concepts and lead to low-bias meta-analysis. Enhanced research standards such as the preregistration of protocols, the registration of data collections and adherence to established protocols are other techniques. To avoid false-positive results, the experimenter must consider the chances that they are testing a true or untrue relationship.
undertaken by properly assessing the false-positive report probability based on the statistical power of the test and reconfirming (whenever ethically acceptable) established findings of prior studies known to have minimal bias.
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